Thursday, June 16, 2022

8:30 – 8:35 Welcome

8:35 – 9:30 Background and overview
Chair: Rutger Ploeg (Oxford)

*Why do we engage in living donation* (15 min)
Frank Dor (Imperial College, London)

*Risk analyses for donor and recipient in living donation* (15 min)
Dorry Segev (Johns Hopkins)

*The need for a Living Donation Registry: landscape in Europe and beyond, country differences* (15 min)
Bernadette Haase (NTS, Leiden)

Questions and discussion (10 min)

9:30 – 10:30 Interactive plenary MDT session: kidney
Chair: Frank Dor

**CASE no.1**
FACULTY: presentation by a ‘senior’: Paul Harden (Oxford)
PANEL: questions and moderation by first set of 3 YPTs
AUDIENCE interacts

**CASE no.2**
FACULTY: presentation by a ‘senior’: Lucrezia Furian (Padua)
PANEL: questions and moderation by second set of 3 YPTs
AUDIENCE interacts

Panel of 3 YPTs and participants will ask questions and voice opinions whilst faculty is challenged to respond and explain. Panel will prepare several aspects worthwhile discussing as not always straight forward.
10:30 – 11:00  Coffee and tea break

11:00 – 12:00  What is challenging in living donation?
   Chair: Lucrezia Furian (Padua)

   Indications for living liver donation (15 min)
   Kim Olthoff (Philadelphia)

   Training in robotic transplant surgery (15 min)
   Ivo Tzvetanov (Chicago)

   Follow-up in living donation: how do we make it work? (20 min)
   Paul Harden (Oxford)

12:05 – 12:35  Interactive plenary MDT session: liver
   Chair: Fabrizio Panaro (Montpellier)

   CASE
   FACULTY: presentation by a ’senior’: Elizabeth Pomfret (Colorado)
   PANEL: moderation by set of 3 YPTs
   AUDIENCE interacts

   Panel of 3 YPTs and participants will ask questions and voice opinions while
   faculty is challenged to respond and explain. Panel will prepare several
   aspects worthwhile discussing as not always straight forward.

12:35 – 13:05  The Thinktank
   MODERATION: Rutger Ploeg (Oxford)

   YPT views – blue sky thinking on challenges and solutions …
   3 x 2 min pitches by YPTs; audience questions; audience elects ‘best pitch’

13:05  Award for ‘best pitch’ and closure
   YPT leadership … Dilan Dabare (Birmingham) and Gianluca Rompianesi
   (Napoli)

13:15  Lunch
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